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Pressure washers and accessories 
for all outdoor cleaning tasks

Outdoor Cleaning

www.nilfisk.co.uk
www.nilfisk.ie
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Our pressure washer range is 
divided into 3 product groups 
The right product for you is determined on how often you use the 
pressure washer and also on how tough your dirt is.

Cleaning has long been regarded as physically hard work. We 
scrub and brush on all fours, but the question is whether we 
really get things clean. Around the middle of the last century, the 
upholstery vacuum cleaner was the height of luxury, whilst high 
pressure washers were still unheard of. 

Since then, things have changed a lot. The task of cleaning has  
changed radically, thanks to cleaning equipment becoming more 
efficient and ergonomic. In fact, nowadays cleaning is alot easier  

- with equipment which is easy to use and minimises hard work. 
That’s what Nilfisk can offer as we have been developing and 
manufacturing cleaning machinery for over 100 years.

Our range includes dry vacuum cleaners, central vacuum cleaners, 
wet and dry vacuum cleaners, high pressure washers and steam 
cleaners, plus a wealth of accessories to make cleaning even 
easier and a little quieter. Read on for more details! 

once in a while cleaning

Compact
regular cleaning

Excellent

We want to make it easier 
and a little quieter to clean  

semi-professional cleaning

Pro
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Click&Clean
Unique nozzle concept which makes it easy to 
change between all the different accessories 
without use of tools.

Metal Pump
The heart of the machine – long lasting high  
quality Metal Pump!

Quick Coupling
Our coupling system includes anti-twist swivel 
function, ensuring fast and easy handling of hose 
without any complications.

Soft Grip
Improved comfort when working with the 
Soft Grip. Standard on all Excellent and Pro 
models.

Telescopic Handle
Just push the button. The telescopic handle  
makes storage of the machine even more con-
venient. Standard on all Excellent and Pro models.

All Nilfisk high pressure washers are equipped with several unique features which both 
benefit the user when cleaning and protect the machine.
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With the new Nilfisk telescopic Roof 
Cleaner tool and specially developed 
cleaning detergent, you get an effective 
and easy DIY solution for making roofs 
look like new. This accessory will leave 
your roof looking smart without the need 
of a coating that can lock moisture in and 
spoil the visual appearance.  

The Nilfisk Roof Cleaner is a new acces-
sory developed for use with high pressure 
washers. The pressure from the machine 
together with an automatic mix of water 
and Nilfisk Roof Cleaner detergent, cre-

ates the optimal mixture to apply 
to the roof. Natural debris and de-
posits will disappear over time 
due to the combined influ-
ence of the solution and the 
weather. This work is rec-
ommended to be carried 
out annually or more 
frequently if required.

Unique features

For quick and easy roof cleaning 

CLEANER
Roof
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Compact

 1  2And this is included with all Compact models: (accessories, see page 10-11)

1 Reliable metal pump
2 Quick coupling between hose and handle
3 Click&Clean for quick change between accessories
4 Foam sprayer
5 Tornado and Powerspeed nozzles (C100/C110)

6  Tornado PR and Powerspeed nozzle  
(C 120.3 / C 130.1)

7 Automatic start/stop
8 Easy storage of hose, handle and nozzles

C 130.1-6 X-TRA
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COMPACT SIMPLE washers for occasional cleaning

The smallest models in our range of high pressure washers are compact and lightweight, making them easy 
to move around and store. The series ranges from the basic models  with a maximum of 100 bar to the more 
robust with a maximum pressure of 130 bar. All machines in the Compact series are fitted with snap coupling 
between hose and handle, plus the Click&Clean nozzle concept for quick change between various accessories. 
Perfect as a first washer or as a complement to a more advanced machine. Further information on all models 
is to be found on page 12. 

C 120.3-6 /C120.3-6 PC /C120 .3-6 PAD

brush

brush and drain and tube cleaner

C 110.3 X-TRA / C110.3-5 PC XTRA C 100.5
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Excellent

 1  2
And this is included with all Excellent models: (accessories, see page 10-11)

1 Reliable metal pump
2  Quick coupling between hose and handle with 

swivel function
3 Click&Clean for quick change between accessories
4 Foam sprayer
5 Tornado PR and Powerspeed nozzles

 6 Automatic start/stop
 7 Good storage of hose, handle, cable and nozzles
 8 Pressure regulation
 9 Soft grip on gun
 10 Telescopic handle

E 140.2-9 S X-TRA

connection to pump

mounting and usage as 
stationary unit
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E 130.2-9 X-TRA

stationary unit

EXCELLENT reliable washers for regular cleaning

A robust series ideal for slightly more advanced jobs. The high level of performance of 130 or 140 bar gives 
sufficient power to take care of even ingrained dirt on all sizes of surface. An upright design and integrated 
chassis make it easier to move around. Using the optional wall bracket, they can also be hung up on a wall 
and used as stationary washers. The Click&Clean nozzle system with pressure regulation is standard as is the 
quick coupling between hose and handle. There is a complete range of complementary accessories for these 
washers and further information is to be found on page 10 and 11.

All models in the Excellent series have telescopic metal handle
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Pro

 2 1

1 Compact nozzles with brass connection 
2 Quick coupling
3 Metal pump with brass cylinder head
4 Automatic start/stop
5 Removable integrated detergent tank

6 Pressure regulation
7 Big alu-look wheels - easy to transport
8 Superflex steel-reinforced pressure hose
9 Telescopic handle

And this is included on all Pro models: (accessories, see page 10-11)

P 150.2-10 X-TRA

reinforced high pressure hose
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Pro POWERFUL washers for the best result every day 

Working at a pressure of 150 bar, dirt is quickly removed, no matter how hard it is caked on. 
For maximum effect and safety, the Pro models also have steel-reinforced hoses, stainless steel pistons, brass 
cylinder head and very robust design. All these features contribute to the machine’s overall performance. 
Amongst its advanced functions are pressure regulation, hose reel with internal connection to the pump 
and built-in holders for a range of accessories. Quick coupling between hose and handle is standard. And 
of course, the Pro series has large wheels and reliable handle for maximum manoeuvrability and comfort. 
Further information on all models is to be found on page 12. 

Brass cylinder head and steel-reinforced hoses… for top performance
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ACCESSORIES FOR A TIDIER GARDEN 

Patio Plus 
The optimum solution for cleaning decking, 
flag stones, walls, fences and other large 
surfaces
Item no. 126411376

Garden Brush
Cone shaped rotating brush for cleaning 
garden furniture, wooden fences etc. Gets 
into hard to access areas.
Item no. 106411325 

Click&Clean Multi Angle Adaptor
For hard to reach areas. The tube can  
be angled to 90°
Item no. 6411138

Drain and Tube Cleaner - 15 m
For cleaning and unblocking of pipes or rain 
gutters.
Item no. 6410766

Detergents for a 
faster and even 
quicker result

Wall Bracket
Enables the pressure washer to be wall mounted- 
great storage solution and also enables the machine 
to be used as a static cleaner. Fits P 150.1/160.1, E 
130.2/140.2, C 120.3/C 125.3/C 120.5. 
Item no. 106411386.

Roof Cleaner
A telescopic roof cleaner accessory when 
combined with the roof cleaner detergent 
results in a quick and easy way to clean roofs.
Item no. 128470040

Water Suction Kit
For easy emptying of ponds, drying up patios or 
other places where water is slow to drain away.
Item no. 126411387.

Click&Clean Adaptor
Item no. 126412104

Garden furniture, bikes, terraces, balconies, paving stones and 
facades can all benefit from being properly cleaned once in a while. 
With the right accessories for your high pressure washer, it is also 
possible to keep everything around the house clean quickly and 

easily. The smart Click&Clean system makes it easy to connect all 
such accessories. And as you can see, there are lots to choose from, 
depending on what they are to be used for.

AND SOME MORE...

Water Sand Blasting Set
For effective removal of rust, paint etc. from 
hard surfaces.

 

STONE & WOOD 
CLEANER 4 x2.5l 
Penetrates and 
loosens algae and 
moss on wood and 
stone surfaces.  
Item no. 308000098

PLASTIC CLEANER 
4 x2.5 l Ideal for 
cleaning plastic 
furniture and 
plastic roofs. 
Item no. 
308000097

METAL CLEANER 
4 x2.5 l Perfect for 
cleaning garden 
tools. e.g. lawn 
mower.  
Item no. 
308000096

ROOF CLEANER 
5 l Combined the Roof 
Cleaner handle, this is 
the optimal solution 
for Roof Cleaning.  
Item no. 128470041Replacement Garden Brush

Item no. 106411327
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ACCESSORIES FOR A CLEANER CAR 

Click&Clean Auto Nozzle 

ensures quick and gentle cleaning therefore protecting the paint finish
Item no. 6411136

Click&Clean Foam Sprayer 
Produces a foaming layer when Car Combi 
Cleaner is applied.
Item no. 6411132

RESULT: A CLEAN CAR!
Click&Clean Underchassis Nozzle
Low pressure nozzle with a fixed bend of 90° 
and a 65° spray picture. Ideal for cleaning 
underneath cars and other vehicles. 
Item no. 6411135

Underchassis Lance
With baynet coupling. Extend your working 
area – ideal for cleaning rain  gutters and 
other hard to reach places.
Item no. 6410763

Rim Brush
Replacement Brush
Item no. 106411328 

Car Combi Cleaner. Very efficient detergent 
that penetrates the dirt on your car and 
leaves the surface clean.  4 x 2.5 l Item no. 
308000095

Auto Brush 
Auto brush with bayonet coupling 
Item no. 6410765

Rotary Brush
With an adjustable handle this brush rotates 
while cleaning
Item no. 6410762 

Click&Clean Auto Kit  
The complete set for cleaning vehicles.
Item no. 6411134 

Keeping your car free from oil, soot, salt and exhaust fumes 
increases driving pleasure, service life and second-hand value. 
With our wide range of effective and protective accessories, you 

can reach all the places a car wash cannot. And of course, they 
can also be used for caravans, motorbikes, bikes, trailers and many 
other uses. 

Rim Brush
Cone shaped rotating brush for cleaning 
vehicle trims, bicycle wheels etc. Gets into all 
hard access places.
Item no. 106411326

Click&Clean Auto Brush
With split bristles and swivel in connection. 
Practical squeegee to remove water from 
windows. Works well with detergent.
Item no. 6411131

Extension hose for high pressure
Standard 7 m. hose – screw coupling. 
Item no. 6410760
Standard 7 m. hose – quick coupling. 
Item no. 106411346
Superflex 7 m. steel re-inforced hose 
– quick coupling. Item no. 6411048
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Compact

Pro
Pressure washers

Excellent

Technical specifications C 100.5-5 C 110.3-5 X-TRA C 110.3-5 PC X-TRA C 120.3-6 C 120.3-6 PAD C 120.3-6 PC C 130.1-6 X-TRA

Pump pressure, max (bar/MPa) 100/10 110/11 110/11  120/12 120/12 120/12 10-130/1-12

Water flow, min/max (l/h) 320/440 310/440 310/440 350/520 350/520 350/520 380/440

Max inlet temperature (°C) 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

Weight (kg) 6.3 6.6 6.6 8.9 8.9 8.9 15.8

5 5 5 6 6 6 6

180x240x465 240x240x660 240x240x660 280x250x850 280x250x850 280x250x850 305x295x885

Standard accessories

C&C Tornado nozzle

C&C Tornado PR nozzle

C&C Powerspeed nozzle

C&C foam sprayer with bottle

Trolley

Patio Plus

Compact Patio (PC)

Drain and tube cleaner

Brush

Item no. 126139551 126139568 126139571 128470015 128470020 128470022 128470256

Technical specifications E 130.2-9 X-TRA E 140.2-9 S X-TRA

Pump pressure, max (bar/MPa) 130/13 140/14

Water flow, min/max (l/h) 450/500 420/500

Max inlet temperature (°C) 60 60

Weight (kg) 17.7 18.9

9 9

360x340x870 319x366x900

Standard accessories

C&C Tornado PR nozzle

C&C Powerspeed nozzle

C&C foam sprayer with bottle

Trolley

Wall hook

Item no. 128470175 126531685

Technical specifications P 150.2-10 X-TRA

Pump pressure, max (bar/MPa) 150/15

Water flow, min/max (l/h) 540-610

Max inlet temperature (oC) 40

Weight (kg) 26.8

10

Dimensions ( 390x380x975

Standard accessories

Tornado PR nozzle

Powerspeed nozzle

Integrated detergent tank

Trolley

Steel-reinforced rubber hose

Item no. 128470131

Technical specifications

Pressure washers

Pressure washers
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